Dyanamic Brothas That
Support Natural Hair
Panelists

Bernel Harrison
Bernel is the co-creator of Facebook page Black Men
For Black Women. A page comprised of Black Men
who respect and uplift Black Women and Children.
He believes strengthening the Black Family can lead
us to return to our natural state of mind. Bernel has
dedicated 20 years of coaching, implementing youth
programs, conducting assemblies, and mentoring
troubled youth. He’s also a motivational speaker, an
actor, poet, physical training instructor and has
appeared on many radio and internet shows. He has
received numerous awards, proclamations and
accolades during his lifetime. Bernel became fed up
with the European standard of beauty that a large
number of Black Women felt they needed to live up
to. Upon witnessing the Natural Hair Movement he
began to embrace and encourage Sistas in their
Natural Hair Journey. Nothing inspires his
poems/spoken word Natural Hair or Black Women.
Loving Black Women and Natural Hair is not fad, it’s
what he was born to do.

The One Sun Lion Ra
When I say Hip Hop, y'all say I love, Hip Hop!"... The
One Sun Lion Ra born and raised in New York City and
spending a significant amount of his life in Los
Angeles and North Carolina has no artistic limits
especially when it comes to his music. Combine that
with the fact that he is the son of Lou Wilson eldest
of the four Wilson brothers from the group Mandrill
and you can expect nothing less than insane heat and
intense passion when it comes to Ra's brand of Hip
Hop and Spoken Word. Ra has performed all over the
east and west coasts as well as overseas exhibiting his
skills in the art of emceeing, beat-boxing, and
performing spoken word poetry. "Real Hip Hop for
Real Hip Hop heads", remains his credo, but perhaps
a more fitting phrase for the flavor The One Sun Lion
Ra brings would be, "Real Messages for Real People".
You can hear and own music from Ra as well as
connect with him viamoja_sol@yahoo.com or
on Reverbnation.com by going to the site and typing
in The One Sun Lion Ra.

www.LoveNaturalSistas.com
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